Abstract—PDC at UNL is a series of “codeless” modules consisting of visualizations, simulations, and demonstrations which introduce Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) concepts in early computing courses. These materials are codeless because they do not require students to write or understand code. Instead, students read a short introduction to a PDC concept and then engage with a web-based visualization and/or (code-based) demonstration reinforcing the concept. The codeless nature of these modules makes them suitable for computing and non-computing majors.

To test the effectiveness of our modules we introduced them into two CS1 courses and designed and administered a pre/posttest. Our results show statistically significant results: those who engaged with our modules substantially improved their knowledge and understanding of PDC concepts. Our modules also improved student attitudes, confidence and self-efficacy with respect to PDC topics. We also provide some qualitative observations of our study and identify common misconceptions students have about PDC.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has been more than a decade since the initial release of the NSF/IEEE-TCPP Curriculum Initiative on Parallel and Distributed Computing (PDC) guidelines [1], [2] and there have been many initiatives and efforts to introduce basic PDC concepts at various levels of computing curricula [3], [4]. Similarly, there are a growing number of research papers, workshops, and innovative assignments being developed and shared. However, the main focus of these efforts has centered around intermediate and upper-level courses and related electives. The PDC 2012 guidelines themselves only identify a small number of topics and subtopics as being appropriate for a Computer Science 1 (CS1) course. Furthermore, they do not contemplate non-computing majors who could also benefit from early exposure to PDC concepts.

This approach is understandable because practical application of PDC knowledge requires a relatively high-level programming maturity and understanding of system operations, concepts which early computing students are unlikely to have encountered in their first or second year of studies. Nevertheless, we believe there is an opportunity to introduce basic PDC concepts earlier in the computing curriculum and even to non-computing majors, but only if the material is thoughtfully designed to be accessible to such students. Early computing courses such as CS0 or CS0.5 can serve as an entry point for computing majors or also as a recruiting tool for new majors or minors. This suggests there could be a significant impact from introducing PDC concepts in earlier courses.

To test this possibility, we have developed a series of “codeless” modules designed to introduce basic PDC concepts to introductory computing students whether they are majors or not. We describe our approach as “codeless” because the activities do not require students to write or even understand any code, making the activities accessible regardless of programming knowledge or computing background. The modules rely heavily on interactive visualizations and simulations which demonstrate PDC concepts that can run in any web browser without installing special or additional software.

Other module activities include practical demonstrations using fully implemented programs in two different languages: C and Java. The different language versions should make the materials useful for a variety of courses. Full instructions on compiling and running the programs is provided, written with a focus on clarity and readability. Software dependencies have been minimized and no specialized runtime environment or system is necessary. Compilation will necessarily require a development environment with a compiler and a runtime environment on a multicore system. We designed the modules to be modular so instructors could pick different subsets of the activities depending on available resources and which courses they are teaching.

Our overall goal in designing these modules is to make PDC concepts accessible as early as possible. To evaluate the effectiveness of our modules in introducing PDC concepts, we designed a pre/post test evaluation and administered them in two introductory computing (CS1) courses. At the center of this study are the following research questions.

- Q1: Are our codeless modules effective in introducing PDC concepts in introductory or even intermediate computing courses?
- Q2: Does introducing PDC concepts early in the curriculum effect student attitudes and awareness of PDC concepts?

In the next section, we discuss prior related work. Section III describes each of our modules in detail along with their
structure. Finally, Section IV outlines our research design and its results.

II. RELATED WORK

A large number of publications have documented various challenges and successes of teaching PDC in undergraduate curricula including multiple survey papers [5]–[7]. However, the bulk of these efforts have focused on designing assignments and strategies for teaching PDC to more advanced students. Saule [8] details a series of scaffolded programming assignments designed for a junior-level class but suggests some of them could be adapted for use in earlier courses such as CS1. Liu [9] describes their longterm experiences teaching PDC to senior-level students.

At the junior-level, there have been several different innovative approaches to teaching PDC which depart from a traditional student experience. For example, several instructors have applied a flipped model which leverages pre-class video lectures to maximize classroom time devoted to practical exercises [10], [11]. Other authors have advocated for embedding smaller PDC modules throughout their entire computing curriculum [12], [13] to reinforce concepts.

We are not the first to suggest possible methods and benefits of introducing PDC concepts earlier in the computing curriculum as well as for non-computing majors. Hague [14] developed an early visualization tool to reinforce parallel thinking for CS1 students. Gil [15] developed a data science curriculum intended for non-computing majors that did not expect or require programming skills. This approach implemented a drag-and-drop visual programming tool to manage data workflows.

Others have investigated different ways to actively engage students without significant coding experience. Neeman et al. [16] outline a strategy for teaching PDC concepts using natural-language analogies instead of specific technologies. Bogaerts [17] introduced parallel programming through Scratch, a block-based visual educational tool intended for students from ages 8 to 16. Bruce et al. [18] introduced concurrency into a CS1 course in the context of event-based programming through graphics and animation. Srivastava et al. [19] developed and analyzed how to use “unplugged” activities which do not require students to use computers at all.

Lastly, Tanaka et al. [20] discuss the challenges of needing access to, and familiarity with high-performance computing (HPC) resources to teach PDC concepts. Interestingly, their proposed framework, WRENCH, leverages containerization and a web-based application to allow students to simulate five different pedagogic activities related to networking, distributed continuous integration workflows, data locality, parallelism, and resource provisioning. Although the authors suggest their WRENCH framework could be used to introduce PDC concepts to first-year students, their initial participants were juniors in an operating systems course.

III. CODELESS MODULES

We developed three “codeless” modules to introduce PDC concepts in early computing courses. Each module is structured as follows: students are asked to read a short introductory text explaining the concepts which will be demonstrated through simple browser-based activities. They then are asked to engage in interactive visualizations or simulations which do not require them to develop or understand any code. Some of the modules include an additional demonstration which requires the student to compile and run a program but does not require them to write, edit, or read any code. Finally, students are asked to reflect on the concepts by answering a series of questions.

A live version of the modules is available at https://go.unl.edu/PDCatUNL and the code with other artifacts are hosted at https://github.com/cbourke/PDCatUNL.

A. Structure

The reading material has been written at a level that does not require a deep understanding of PDC concepts. The material deliberately omits many details that would be necessary to gain expertise, and instead favors describing concepts in a more abstract manner which should make them more accessible to a wider audience. For example, we do not distinguish between data-parallel and task-parallel models, nor do we provide rigorous definitions of cores, threads, or processes. However, we do mention these concepts in a way that early computing students should be able to relate to and understand.

The simulations include both web-based visualizations and pre-written, code-based simulations. The web-based visualizations are interactive applications inspired by the highly successful utilization of similar technologies introduced to visualize programs [21], data structures and algorithms [22], and automata [23]. They can be run on any web browser without special environments or software installations. The code-based simulations include both C and Java versions to accommodate students in different introductory courses. However, we still describe them as “codeless” because students are not required to write or design any code. They are required to compile and run the programs, but we include complete, minimal instructions similar to what they should have already seen in other classes with programming assignments. It is unavoidable to require a proper C or Java environment for compiling and running these simulations, but we have tried to minimize external dependencies as much as possible.

At the end of each module, students are prompted to reflect on the reading and their interaction with the browser-based simulation and demonstration by answering a series of questions designed to ensure that: 1) they ran a sufficient number of use cases in each simulation; and 2) their simulation experience directly traces back to the reading which is intended to reinforce understanding. For example, they are asked how much time a simulation took to execute with different numbers of threads and are then asked to deduce specific reasons for trends they saw (i.e., seeing a roughly double speed-up when doubling the threads, but not seeing an improvement beyond the number of cores available on the system). To help understanding and avoid misconceptions, suggested answers are provided based on our own simulations.
Module 1.0: The first module introduces students to asynchronous and parallel computing through several web-based visualizations which contrast with sequential and synchronous computing. The consequences of each type of computing are highlighted in the visualizations and demonstrations. In one example, students are given a browser-based GUI which executes a synchronous, blocking action that freezes the UI, and an asynchronous action which does not.

The main demonstration is a parallel computing simulation and visualization in which the user can specify a number of generic computing tasks, a number of processors to execute them, and how long each task will take (e.g., 2-6 seconds). The simulation then queues the tasks for each processor to execute in order. The simulation reports the status of each task as well as total wall-clock time compared to processor time. Figure 1 contains an example screenshot of the visualization.

Module 2.0: The second module introduces students to the concept of threads. It is based on a brute-force, dictionary-based, password-cracking scheme which uses an "embarrassingly parallel" approach. We give students a basic explanation how password hashing works to motivate the activity as well as provide early exposure to security issues such as the importance of strong passwords. No actual coding is necessary to run and observe the simulations.

Module 3.0: The final module introduces students to a producer-consumer pattern. Students are provided another browser-based visualization as well as a C and Java implementation to investigate. All versions, generic tasks represent requests or work which are simulated through HTTPS requests to a web-service that causes a delay before responding. The length of the delay can be specified or randomized.

As with the other modules, the questions point students to observe several scenarios, such as having equal or unbalanced numbers of producers or consumers. Students are then asked to predict the consequences of those different scenarios.

B. PDC 2012 Mapping

We designed the modules to target early computing (CS1) and non-computing major (CS0 or CS0.5) students. Our intention was to make the materials and PDC concepts accessible to a wide variety of students, which is why we use a "codeless" approach. We also wanted to explain the topics from a higher, abstract level for simplicity.

To help determine whether we met our goals, we utilized creating 4 threads...DONE
Starting threads...
Starting thread 1...
Starting thread 2...
Starting thread 3...
Thread 1 hashing [0, 61851] = [a, downscaled]...
Thread 2 hashing [61851, 123702] = [down, mallorca]...
Thread 3 hashing [123702, 185553] = [mallorcan, rotc]...
Thread 4 hashing [185553, 247406] = [rotch, zzz]...
Thread 1 did not crack password
Thread 4 cracked password: 0x618e0fcd...b0b => zzz42
Signaling other threads to terminate...
All threads DONE
Time: 218.541u 0.015s 0.048s 398.6% 0+0k 4888+0io 0pf+0w

Fig. 2. Example run of parallel password cracking. The contents of a dictionary are split among a specified number of threads ("down" to "mallorca" for example).
IV. RESULTS & ANALYSIS

To address our research questions and analyze how effectively our modules introduced PDC concepts, we incorporated the CS Materials\(^1\) application [24], [25] which allows CS educators to categorize materials using the ACM-CSC 2013 or PDC 2012 curriculum [2] guidelines and visualize and compare materials.

When we used this tool, we identified two primary topics from PDC2012 covered by our modules:

- “Why and what is parallel or distributed computing?”
  (Cross Cutting and Advanced Topics::High level themes, Bloom: Knowledge, CS1/2)
- Speedup (Parallel and Distributed Models and Complexity, Bloom: Comprehend, DS/A)

We observe that the two topics are on the lower end of Bloom’s taxonomy which makes them appropriate for a primer on PDC topics. The first topic is clearly designed for the targeted course levels, and although the second topic is designated for a Data Structures & Algorithms course, we believe it is appropriate for the target course because of the accessible and “codeless” approach.

Our modules do not cover the other 7 CS1 topics designated by PDC2012, but we view this as sufficient coverage for PDC. Among the other 7 topics, 3 involve floating-point representation and 3 address more general computing literacy such as P2P systems and web searching, which are generally or implicitly covered in a typical introductory course (or earlier) and not necessarily within the context of PDC.

As the usage of this tool becomes more common, it will be possible to compare our modules to other PDC materials.

A. Pre/Posttest Design

The pretest and posttest featured the same questions which were intended to gauge students’ attitudes toward computing, PDC concepts, and their basic knowledge and understanding of those concepts. The posttest contained additional questions to measure students’ self-efficacy and confidence in their answers.

To measure attitudes, students were first asked to agree or disagree with the following statements:

- **A1** In general, my interest in computing is high
- **A2** My interest in learning about parallel and distributed computing is high
- **A3** In general, I believe learning about parallel and distributed computing is important
- **A4** I believe I have a good understanding of computing
- **A5** I believe I have a good understanding of parallel and distributed computing

Student answers were collected using a 7-point Likert scale (7 = strongly agree, ... 4 = neutral, ... 1 = strongly disagree).

To measure students’ knowledge and understanding of PDC concepts, they were asked to provide free-form text answers to the following questions. For each of the four identified PDC concepts: sequential (S), asynchronous (A), parallel (P), distributed (D) computing, students were asked to provide:

1) a definition (D) of the concept; and
2) an example (E) of the concept

We’ll refer to these 8 questions as Q-SD, Q-SE, Q-AD, Q-AE, Q-PD, Q-PE, Q-DD, Q-DE. For example, Q-PD refers to the question: “Provide a definition for parallel computing.”

To encourage honest feedback, students were clearly explained that correctness of their answers would not impact their grade, which was based entirely on completing the pre/posttests.

\(^1\)https://cs-materials.herokuapp.com/, specifically https://cs-materials.herokuapp.com/material/1784
B. Assessment

Since student answers were free-form text, they needed to be manually assessed. Both authors independently scored each answer based on the following 4-point Likert scale.

1. Needs Improvement - The student answer did not clearly demonstrate that they had an understanding of the concept.
2. Developing - The student seems to have a beginner’s grasp on the concept but there are key issues or omissions in their answer that indicates they do not yet fully understand the concept.
3. Adequate - The student has a good grasp on the concept. There may be some insufficiencies or omissions from their answer but overall, they have demonstrated sufficient understanding of the concept.
4. Above Average - The answer goes above basic understanding and indicates a deeper appreciation of the concept.

Student understanding was not expected to be anywhere close to the level of expert understanding or even an advanced undergraduate student.

After scoring all questions, a second evaluation was performed for any score which differed by more than 0.5 points. After this analysis we reached a consensus for nearly all scores. For our analysis, we used a mean between the two scores.

C. Performance

In the posttest students were asked to self-assess their level of engagement with the modules. We again emphasized that their answers would have no effect on their grade in an effort to encourage honesty. We asked whether they had completed all, most, some, not many, or none of the modules. It was our intention that (self-identified) lower-engagement students would provide a de facto control group with which to analyze the effectiveness of our modules. 75 students (experimental group) identified as high-engagement (having completed all or most of the modules) and 13 identified as low-engagement (control group).

Because our assessments used a Likert scale, it was unlikely to be normally distributed, a result we confirmed with a Shapiro-Wilks test. As a consequence, we used a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test [26] with $\alpha = 0.05$ for all our analysis.

To determine whether our modules had an effect on student learning and understanding of PDC concepts, we compared the pretest and posttest scores for each of the 8 questions for all students (Table I) as well as a separate analysis for high-engagement (Table II) and low-engagement (Table III) students.

The results were generally very positive. Students improved in their understanding of all four PDC concepts as evidenced by significantly improved scores for all 8 questions. The Wilcoxon analysis indicates this improvement is statistically significant for all 8 questions (all p-values were $< \alpha = 0.05$). The most substantial improvements can be seen in both sequential and parallel computing. This arguably makes sense because the nature of the course in which the students participated focused on sequential computing, whereas the modules focused on parallel computing. The module related to distributed computing was designed to simply expose students to that topic, which could explain why there was a relatively modest improvement in that area.

The separate analysis comparing the experimental and control groups indicates even stronger results. Similar, or slightly better, improvements were observed for the experimental group and all are statistically significant. However, the control group (low-engagement) students show only moderate improvements in understanding and only 2 of the 8 questions are statistically significant (Q-SE and Q-AD). The sequential computing understanding gains (Q-SE representing the stronger gain among the two) is again arguably understandable.
because sequential computing was a focus of the course. The gains in understanding asynchronous computing may be because the modules covered asynchronous computing first, and students who completed “some” of the modules might have only engaged with the asynchronous computing module. Completing the subsequent modules could have helped clarify differences between the four overall topics, especially the differences between parallel and distributed computing.

The stark contrast between the experimental and control group indicates that high-engagement with our PDC modules can effectively improve student understanding of PDC concepts.

D. Confidence & Self-Efficacy

In the posttest, for each pair of questions for each topic, we asked students to gauge their confidence in the correctness of their answers on a 7-point Likert scale (7 = high confidence, 1 = low confidence).

Since the responses were ordinal and we didn’t have pretest data to compare to, we ran a Spearman correlation with each question pair’s means and self-identified confidence score. A high correlation (near +1) would indicate high-confidence is associated with more correct answers and that low-confidence is associated with more incorrect answers. A low correlation (near 0) would indicate that students are not able to accurately estimate their own understanding of a topic. The results of this analysis can be found in Table IV.

For sequential, asynchronous, and distributed computing topics, all three had a moderate positive correlation and were statistically significantly correlated (p-values < 0.05). This suggests that students have a (reasonably) accurate self-assessment of their own answers, whether correct or not.

There was one outlier for the topic of parallel computing, where students showed the lowest confidence. However, given that this was an emphasis of the modules coupled with the prior analysis that students showed a positive improvement in this topic suggests students might have suffered from a impostor syndrome effect (i.e., that students were knowledgeable in the topic but less confident in their knowledge). The fact that the Spearman analysis shows that there is no statistically significant correlation between scores and confidence reinforces this. None of these results were negatively correlated, meaning the participants avoided the Dunning-Kruger effect (being overly confident in incorrect answers yet having low confidence in answers when competent).

We interpret this as a strong indication that our learning goals were achieved. Students gained a good introduction to PDC topics and learned enough to: 1) have a good foundation for future coverage; and 2) have self-awareness that their knowledge is limited and there is much more to learn.

E. Attitudes

Our modules also had a substantial positive effect on students’ attitudes and interest in PDC topics. We applied the same Wilcoxon analysis ($\alpha = 0.05$) to student responses to attitude questions A1 - A5 from the pretest to the posttest. The results are presented in Table V.

Interestingly, students’ interest in computing in general (A1) and self-reported understanding of computing in general (A4) remained unchanged (there was no statistically significant difference, p-value $\geq$ 0.05). However, for all 3 PDC-related questions, students showed substantial and statistically significant increases in interest (A2), belief in importance (A3), and understanding (A5).

F. Limitations & Risks

Our study is limited in its applicability by the usual factors and risks to validity that affect studies like this. Though our dataset size was substantial ($n = 88$), our intervention was limited to one semester and one institution. A larger and more widespread study would be needed to assess more general applicability.

The results may also be at risk due to our methodology of identifying a de facto control group. We do not doubt the truthfulness of those who identified as low-engagement because there would be no reason to misrepresent their participation. However, there could be a significant number of students who misidentified as high-engagement, either by overestimating their own participation or because they thought it would affect their grade in some way.

Another issue is the size and proportion of our control group. Although there are general guidelines for the minimum size or proportion of control groups versus experimental groups with parametric tests, we are unaware of any general guidelines for the tests we used. Nevertheless, the smaller sample size ($n = 13$) and proportion (14.7%) of our control group may be an additional risk warranting further investigation.

G. Qualitative Observations

As we assessed student answers to the pretest, we observed several common issues, themes, and misconceptions.

- Students’ knowledge was significantly deficient in all topics; surprisingly so even for sequential computing. However, they did seem to have an intuition that sequential computing was the “default” approach of computing.
They often associated it with imperative-style programming language constructs (conditions, loops, etc.), but were generally unable to provide concrete definitions.

- PDC terms were often mistaken for or confused with software development processes. For example, “distributed” was taken to mean collaboration among a team of software developers working “in parallel.”
- Students would often conflate multitasking (multiple different programs running at the same time) with parallel computing. The most common examples included running two user-facing programs at the same time such as a web browser and word processor.
- There seemed to be a higher familiarity with “parallel computing,” or at least with the term, than with asynchronous or distributed computing. However, student definitions often conflated parallel with distributed computing. A common misconception was that parallel computing involved distinct machines. There was virtually no mention of terms such as “core” or “thread.”
- Distributed computing was frequently conflated with networking or simply transmitting data from one system to another with peer-to-peer protocols. However, a few students were familiar with projects such as Folding@Home or SETI@Home, suggesting some prior exposure to this topic in high school curricula or personal research.

We observed that these misconceptions were far less common in the posttest. Nevertheless, there remained some persistent issues and common themes.

- Students seemed to have a much better grasp on sequential computing overall, providing good definitions. However when asked for examples, few original ideas were expressed. Most examples were directly from course assignments with little or no explanation for how they were sequential.
- The most common examples students gave were gaming-related analogies. For example, students compared asynchronous computing to completing independent quests in a game, completing a few objectives of each and switching back and forth between quests if they got bored or stuck. Level generation or autosaving a game state on a separate thread were notable examples of parallel computing.
- Parallel computing was still conflated with multitasking, but this was far less common.
- Most students saw the benefits of parallel computing in that it “sped up” the real time required to complete computing tasks. The terms “multiple processors” or “cores” or terms such as “at the same time” were far more common in the posttest. However, very few used or expressed an understanding of the term “thread.”
- Most examples were very abstract, referring to terms such as “task” or “work” instead of more concrete examples. This may be a consequence of the abstract, codeless way that modules presented these concepts.
- Although the modules did not focus on distributed computing, students seemed to have a better understanding about how it involves multiple distinct machines, computers, or systems. Far fewer answers conflated parallel programming with distributed computing, and far fewer conflated distributed computing with ancillary concepts such as networking.

V. CONCLUSION

While most PDC efforts have focused on programming strategies for upper-level and elective courses, we believe there is value and opportunity in introducing these concepts much earlier in the computing curriculum. Our “codeless” approach is a simple, accessible, and scalable way to introduce PDC concepts to both computing majors and non-majors as early as CS0.

Our present study has provided significant evidence that our approach is an effective tool for introducing PDC concepts and topics to novice computing students without introducing too much complexity. Our results show substantial improvements in understanding and attitudes toward PDC concepts. We hope that other educators can adopt or adapt our modules and can replicate our results and success.
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